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INTRODUCTION
In conventional discrete-time control systems [1] , the controller receives a uniform, not delayed input signal. From this signal, and only taking into account control requirements, a uniform control signal can be generated. Nevertheless, in NCS or SN [2] some problems appear due to sharing a communication medium among different devices (sensor, controller, actuator). Two of these problems are existence of time-varying delays and loss of data. In this context, the controller receives a nonuniform, delayed signal, which degrades control signal quality and hence control system performance. Then, in NCS not only control requirements but also this kind of issues must be faced. In the last years, many authors have introduced different solutions, for example:  H proposals [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , fuzzy methodologies [8] , gain scheduling approaches [9, 10] , together with adaptive predictors [11] , dual-rate control strategies [12] , packetbased transmission of several control signals [13, 14] , impulsive time-delay feedback controllers [15] , etc.
The present work addresses the problem of constructing control signals via estimation of the remote plant state. This state is based on measurements carried through a lossy network. This is an important problem not only treated in NCS but also in SN, remote sensing, and space exploration. Different solutions appear in [16] [17] [18] or in survey papers such as [19] [20] [21] . Some of them adopt Kalman filter based proposals to deal with the state estimation. Usually, it involves complex matrix calculations (incrementing computational load). However, in this work, a novel NUPO proposal is presented, which introduces basic operations (hence, low computational requirements are expected). Its main aim is to enable a uniformly sampled controller design (due to the observer inclusion), keeping the network-induced delay out of this design stage (as a result of the predictor consideration). Although the proposal can be used both for static and for dynamic controllers, this work is focused only on state feedback controllers in order to simplify the stability study.
The NUPO's prediction stage is defined by the number of steps for the ahead state prediction, h. In our proposal, h is considered as a time-invariant parameter (the expected network delay). But the nature of the network delay is time-varying. Thus, two aspects must be studied: robust stability and performance degradation. To treat the first issue, the value h, in addition to the upper and lower network-induced delay bounds and the state feedback controller gain, are included in a time-varying delay-dependent condition, which must be solved in terms of LMI to ensure predictor stage stability 1 . Some authors consider both the controller and the observer gains in a same LMI feasibility problem (see, for example, [23, 24] ). However, it is remarkable that no one in the existing literature (to the best of the authors' knowledge) considers prediction parameters together with the controller gain in the same LMI feasibility problem. Regarding the second aspect (performance degradation), it is obvious that the closer to h the 1 As the proposed predictor-observer structure holds the separation principle [22] , separate stability of each block can be analyzed to prove the stability on the whole control scheme. 
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A Non-Uniform Predictor-Observer for a Networked Control System 2 network-induced delay is, the better control system performance can be obtained. Then, the goal is to quantify somehow this relation. Due to the high quantity of parameters that could be taken into account to obtain this expression (for example, plant to be controlled, sampling time, delay bounds, controller gain, etc), in this paper it will be empirically determined by means of an example. Finally, another important feature of the predictor is to be capable of working with possible unstable systems [22] .
When the time-varying network delays are much longer than the sampling period, the packet disordering phenomenon can appear. This phenomenon may involve significant system degradation, since not updated information can be used to generate the control action. Some authors have studied this aspect, introducing solutions based basically on robust control [25] and predictive control [26] . In the present work, due to the observer consideration, a straightforward solution based on a simple comparison carried out in a Measurement Selector (MS) can be adopted. So, using time-stamping techniques when a measurement arrives to the MS, this measurement will be actually taken if it is newer than the last one taken. Otherwise, the arriving measurement is discarded (as being a packet dropout) and it must be observed.
In this work a harsh environment is assumed in such a way that only few samples (due to packet loss) will finally arrive to the controller. However, this proposal is easily adaptable to an event-based control approach [27] , where an event detector can be located at the system output. So, when certain threshold is passed by this output, an event is triggered in order to send the sample through the network to the controller. In [28] , this approach is considered.
In conclusion, the significance of the present work lies in the next issues:  the inclusion of prediction parameters together with the controller gain in the same LMI feasibility problem,  to adopt a straightforward solution for the state estimation as a consequence of considering the MS together with the observer,  the introduction of an empirical expression to easily evaluate the relation between the network delay and the robustness/performance trade-off,  to extend previous studies developed by the authors in [10] and [11] , where neither packet dropouts nor packet disordering are faced. Regarding the last aspect, a multi-rate networked control structure is considered in [10] and [11] , where the system output is measured at slow period, and the control action is updated at fast period. In both works the main assumptions are: the time-varying network delays are less than a slow (measurement) period, and there are no packet dropouts. Thus, no packet disordering can appear. The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, the problem scenario considering a discrete-time framework is presented. In section 3 the NUPO proposal is introduced. Robust stability aspects for the predictor are expressed in terms of LMIs, and design steps for the observer are defined. Section 4 presents two examples: in the first one, an empirical relation between network delay and control performance is established, and in the second example, both an improvement of the control performance and a higher degree of robustness are achieved by our approach when comparing to another example illustrated in [29] . Finally, section 5 enumerates the main conclusions of the work.
PROBLEM SCENARIO
Network setup and network-induced delay
Let us consider the NCS illustrated in Fig. 1 . The network setup under consideration is a one-channel feedback NCS, that is, a NCS where a remote sensor sends its information through a network to a controller collocated with the actuator 2 . In this work, the network devices are considered time-triggered. In the controller four different stages are included: measurement selection, state estimation, state prediction, and the control action generation. As it will be later discussed, the first stage treats the packet disorder phenomena, the second stage deals with the packet loss, and the third stage compensates for the network delay.
In this NCS, the physical plant can be modeled by the following discrete-time linear system
where
is the state vector,
is the output. A, B, C, are system matrices with the appropriate dimensions, and
is the time-varying sensor-to-controller network delay. The computation delay (if it exists) is considered negligible or lumped together under the previous delay 3 . Let us assume T as a uniform sampling period in such a way that the sampling time instant kT t k  (where   k and T>0). As the main interest of this work is to achieve a stabilizing controller, disturbances or measurement noises are not considered.
Using synchronization protocols and time-stamping techniques, the current sensor-to-controller delay sc k d can be measured. So, with this current value, the problems regarding packet disorder and state estimation can be faced (more information below). However, with respect to the compensation step, as the predictor works with a time-invariant delay value h (more details in section 3), the fact of knowing the current value of 
State feedback controller
As commented, a state feedback controller will be considered, being its control law
which provides the required behavior of the closed loop system (1)- (3), characterized by the system matrix (A-BK). But, some problems arise (to be treated in detail in section 3):
 Due to the network-induced delay, the state
is not yet known when generating k u . So, a state predictor is required (considering that (1)-(2) could be unstable).
 Due to the packet loss and time-varying delays, the 3 As a one-channel feedback setup is considered, the controller-toactuator delay does not appear. While the sensor-to-controller delay can be known at the controller device and considered to calculate the current control action, the controller-to-actuator delay (if considered) is not known at this time; therefore, no exact correction for this delay can be made in this moment, requiring some control techniques to deal with it (  H proposals, fuzzy methodologies, gain scheduling approaches, etc; see some references at the beginning of section 1). output measurement k ỹ (to be defined in (4)) is not available every th k sampling instant. Thus, an observer will be included to estimate the nonavailable data.
Packet loss
In order to model the packet loss process, this expression is used
where k  takes values in {0,1} regarding the packet dropouts 4 . As commented, due to these dropouts and the time-varying delays, the observer receives a (scarce) non-uniform signal k ỹ to be uniformly reconstructed (at period T). By implementing time-stamping techniques, the number of T-periods between two consecutive available measurements (the previous one taken in time, say, k prev , and the current one taken in time k) can be determined and defined as
is the consecutive non-available packet upper-bound (from the observer point of view, Ñ is the actual upper-bound for packet dropouts; the example in Fig.2 illustrates this aspect).
Measurement Selector
Finally, as the network induced delays can be much longer than the sampling period T and, in addition, they are time-varying, the packet disordering phenomenon can appear. Due to the subsequent use of the observer, this problem can be easily solved by computing a simple comparison. This logic operation is carried out by the Measurement Selector (MS) and requires the timestamping information. This is the MS operation mode:  the sensor adds a time-stamp to the sent packet, say
arrives to the MS (in time k), it will be actually taken if it is newer than the last one taken (in time
Fig. 2. Measurement Selector operation mode (example).
4 In this work, the packet dropout process is defined as a totally random (but bounded) sequence, but it could be defined, for example, as a Bernoulli sequence [30] .  otherwise, the arriving measurement is discarded (treated like a packet dropout, that is, k ỹ with 0  k  ), so N k is incremented and the current measurement must be observed. In Fig. 2 , an example to show how the MS works is illustrated. Fig. 3 shows a detailed scheme of the controller, where the predictor-observer is included. Next, predictor and observer stages are separately defined.
NON-UNIFORM PREDICTOR-OBSERVER (NUPO) PROPOSAL
Predictor stage: Time-varying delay-dependent stability condition
As commented, in order to design the proposed predictor, it is absolutely necessary to determine the number of steps for the ahead state prediction,    h . The predictor uses this value as a time-invariant parameter (the expected delay). This fact can make easier the predictor design (for example, it can be defined offline), but it can suppose a degradation of the control system performance (the higher
is, the worse control system performance can be experimented).
To determine h, a priori information about the parameter d k (that is, its mean, median, mode, etc) must be studied. Once the value for h is determined, two goals must be reached:
 Fist of all, to ensure robust stability. From the lower d 1 and upper d 2 bounds, predictor stability must be guaranteed for this h and taking into account the desired controller gain K. In order to reach this goal, a LMI feasibility problem must be solved.  Secondly, to determine the relation between h  and performance degradation. This relation depends on different control system parameters, and our proposal is to be empirically studied. So, achieving both goals, the robustness/performance trade-off can be evaluated. In section 4, an example will show these aspects.
Regarding the first goal, a perfectly known process model is considered (1)-(2), yielding the state feedback control law (1)- (2), (6)- (7), the closed-loop system state yields (8) is asymptotically stable for any
, if there exist positive definite matrices P, Q 1 , Q 2 , Z 1 and Z 2 , and matrices X 1 , X 2 , Y 1 and Y 2 , such that the following LMI constraints hold (see [31] for details, where a similar case is studied) 
As known in LMI expressions, '*' represents a term induced by symmetry. The superindex 'T' denotes the matrix transpose.
Remark 1: This is a standard LMI expression, which can be solved in few iterations by widely known LMI solvers (for example, [32] ).
Non-uniform observer stage
To estimate the system state, different kind of observers can be used: a Kalman filter [20, 27] , a logconcave observer [33] , etc. In this work, due to its straightforward design, a non-uniform observer is considered. This observer receives two delayed signals (the non-uniform output signal and the control signal), and generates a uniform state estimation (at period T). So, under normal operation, the state vector is estimated through the observer  ,
where the observer matrix is A L = A  LC. In the case of outputs k ỹ being received in a nonuniform way by the observer, and taking into account the relation N k between two consecutive available A. Cuenca, P. García. P. Albertos, J. Salt 5 measurements, the new observer will be:
where L is chosen such that ,
is Schur 5 . Note, L will be null if there is no measurement of the output.
Proof: The delayed state estimation in time k+N
So, the non-uniform observer matrix is
is detectable, then L can be chosen to make L A~ Schur. In this way, the state estimation error e k will tend to 0, since ,
 A similar approach is presented in [34] , but there, a uniform, non-delayed observer input signal is considered.
Remark 2: Although calculating computational costs is not the goal of this paper, it is interesting to note that, both in the state estimation and in the state prediction, basic operations are required. Thus, if the NUPO approach were compared to other existing solutions in the literature (for example, those based on the Kalman filter; see in [20] ), lower computational load (and easier implementation) would be expected.
SIMULATION EXAMPLES
In this section two examples are presented. In the first one, a complete study is developed for a double integrator plant in order to finally obtain an empirical relation between network delay and control performance, which can be used to evaluate the robustness /performance trade-off. In the second one, the NUPO proposal is compared to the approach presented in [29] in order to observe both the robustness benefits and the control performance improvement which are capable to reach our approach.
5 Schur: the eigenvalue are inside unit circle.
Robust stability vs. performance
To achieve the final goal of this example, that is, to evaluate the relation among network delay, performance and robust stability, a detailed study about how to design the NUPO based control system is presented. Several steps must be carried out:  First of all, to define the main parameters of the network-induced delay. So, using a priori information about the network behavior, some aspects like lower and upper bounds, delay distribution function, etc, can be determined.  Secondly, and depending on the previous parameters, to determine h for the predictor design.  Thirdly, to establish the desired control performance (based on some control index) in order to design the state feedback controller gain. In addition, the nonuniform observer gain must be determined.  Fourthly, to ensure robust stability for the considered NCS by means of the proposed LMI (9) .  Finally, to quantify how control performance is degraded when incrementing 
(18) Let us assume that the control system is implemented over an IP network. In this case, it is usual to approximate IP network delays as a generalized exponential distribution [9] , following this expression (19) where, in our example, 1 . 0    . As commented in section 3.1, several values are candidate to determine h. Let us use in this case the peak of P[d k ], since both the majority of network-induced delays and the median value are close to it [9] . So, h=0.1.
In this case, as index to evaluate the control performance, the settling time is taken. Then, if the closed-loop poles are desired to be located in s=-2 and s=-1, the next state feedback controller gain is obtained: K= [3, 2] . For simplicity, the observer is designed with a uniform dropout pattern N k =4, and locating its poles in . Consequently, the observer gain is L =[13.77, 1.66] T . Now, from K and h the LMI is used to determine the lower d 1 and upper d 2 bounds that ensure robust stability. So, d 1 =0.1 and d 2 =0.2. Note that the LMI provides only a stability sufficient condition, and hence the obtained bounds can be conservative. This fact can be easily checked by simulation (as shown in Fig. 4) , where the system is on the verge of instability when d 2 =0.5. However, the upper bound provided by the LMI could be understood as a value from which control performance starts to be degraded. In this figure, and the next ones, circles on the time axes indicate the time instants when measurements are available (no packet loss). In this case, as N k is invariant, a uniform pattern is observed.
Let us relax the control requirements, locating now the closed-loop poles in s=-2, s=-0.5. A new K=[2.5, 1] is obtained, and consequently the LMI provides a wider range (d 1 =0.1, d 2 =0.3) . Then, as expected, the robustness/performance trade-off follows this law: the higher control performance is required, the worse robustness is achieved. As previously, by simulation (see Fig. 5 ), the upper bound can be incremented up to d 2 =0.60. But, from the value provided by the LMI (d 2 =0.3), the control performance worsens. Fig. 6 summarizes the control performance degradation (in % of the settling time, say PD(%)) experimented when h  is more and more incremented. This relation can be approximated by means of a Gaussian-like expression in this way , 100 )(%) ( where d 2 is the value provided by the LMI condition, and w is a weighting coefficient (in this case, w=1.1). The approximation exhibits a maximum error of % 3  . Note that the control performance degradation appears when considering higher delay values, which are less probable in this distribution (19) .
Finally, the next study chooses different h in order to observe their influence in the control performance when the time-varying delays d k follow the delay distribution defined by (19) . So, considering a determined delay pattern (shown in Fig. 7) and, for example, the case where the relaxed performance is required, Fig. 8 shows the consequent results. As expected, the higher h is taken, the more degraded the control system performance will be, since, according to the delay pattern (Fig. 7) , the majority of delays d k are low values and hence, a higher h means a higher h  . Note that now, despite having again N k =4, circles on the time axes indicate a nonuniform measurement pattern. This is due to appearing the packet disordering phenomenon, which discards disordered samples.
Comparison
The main aim of this comparison is to show that, despite delay variations, whereas the NUPO proposal keeps control performance and stability, the approach used in [29] is on the verge of instability.
The continuous system to be studied is
In [29] several cases are studied for this system. The last one considers a sampling period T=0.5s, an arbitrary packet loss with the upper-bound 2  T . Then, depending on N k , L (the non-uniform observer gain) will be obtained when locating the poles in k N z , achieving stability for (12) . The closed-loop control system simulation comparing both approaches is depicted in Fig. 9 , taking the initial state as x 0 =[5, 0, 5] T . The NUPO proposal achieves a fast convergence rate (up to a 30% faster) than the control method in [29] . Circles on the time axes indicate the time instants when measurements are available (no packet loss). This control performance improvement is achieved despite generating a similar (in magnitude) control action signal (see Fig. 10 ). Nevertheless, it is worth to note that a strong control action is applied in the initial step. This can be reduced but the transient response will be degraded.
Finally, Fig.11 shows how robust the NUPO design is compared to [29] . So, under the assumption of an eventual increment in the network-induced delay (for example, now d k =2), the NUPO proposal is able to keep system stability using the previous h=1 and the previous controller and observer gains, and generating a control signal (see Fig.12 ) which is similar to that shown in Fig.  10 (hence, control performance is hardly degraded). Nevertheless, the system state for the control method in [29] is on the verge of instability, since a new controller gain must be designed for the new delay. Fig. 9 . System state comparison with a unit delay. 
CONCLUSIONS
Time-varying network delays and packet loss are two of the most important problems that appear in a NCS or SN. The packet disordering phenomenon can also appear, if time-varying delays are longer than the sampling period. In order to deal with these aspects, in this work a Non-Uniform Predictor-Observer (NUPO) based control is proposed. The NUPO approach involves basic operations, and hence, low computational requirements are expected. Due to the aforementioned issues, the measurement signal can become a disordered, non-uniformly sampled signal. Then, firstly, a Measurement Selector is required to select only the updated information. Secondly, the Non-Uniform Observer is needed to reconstruct the non-available output data. Finally, the prediction stage, which is capable to work with a possible unstable system, put the network-induced delay out of the control loop. Thus, with the NUPO proposal, the controller can generate a uniform, delay-free control signal.
Since the separation principle holds in this control approach, separate stability can be analyzed for predictor and observer. In the first case, a time-varying delaydependent stability condition in terms of LMIs must be satisfied. In this LMI condition, controller and predictor parameters are both included. This fact has been found in no work in the related literature (to the best of authors' knowledge).
Due to the predictor operation mode, some performance degradation can be experimented when the network delay is different to the expected one. Thus, it is interesting to quantify the relation among network delay, control performance and robustness. A simulation example determines empirically this relation. Another example compares our proposal to another similar one, and shows some benefits of the NUPO proposal like control performance improvement and robustness. 
